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Summary 

The possibility to estimate the acoustical behavior, in terms of sound insulation, of floating floors 

from the mechanical properties of the resilient materials used as underlayer and from the structural 

properties of the base floors, has been extensively investigated and verified over last years. In this 

paper the estimation of the normalized impact sound pressure level of floating floors in-situ, built 

on hollow brick and concrete base floors, is addressed, on the basis of the recent revision of the 

ISO Standard 12354-2. The peculiar behavior of hollow brick and concrete base floors, typical 

building technology of Mediterranean area, affects the acoustic radiation of the floor as a whole. 

This kind of base floor can be considered as an orthotropic periodic system, consisting of a rigid 

plate with ribs (ribbed plate) in concrete rigidly coupled to hollow bricks. The acoustical 

performance is evaluated, both as a function of frequency and in terms of weighted normalized 

impact sound pressure level (single number). Moreover, data of reduction of impact sound 

pressure level of floating floor are estimated from the dynamic stiffness of the resilient material on 

the basis of a recent constitutive model. A comparison between estimated data and measured data 

in situ, allowing to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed calculation models, is finally shown. 

PACS no. 43.50.Jh, 43.55.Ti 

 
1. Introduction

1
 

At present day, the acoustical behavior of partially 

homogeneous horizontal partitions, cannot be 

evaluated on the basis of the detailed model, from 

the performance of elements and components, 

according to recent ISO Standard 12354-2:2017 

Standard [1].  

The calculation model proposed in this paper 

returns an estimation of the values of total impact 

sound pressure level L′n in the receiving room, as a 

function of frequency in one-third octave band, for 

                                                      

 

floor constructions with clay hollow-pots and 

upper light screed layer (partially homogeneous), 

typical of Mediterranean area building technology. 

At the state of the art, in the ISO Standard 12354-

2:2017, only the equivalent weighted normalized 

impact sound pressure level, (i.e., the so-defined 

“single number”), can be estimated for this kind of 

base floors. As it is known, it is very difficult to 

analytically calculate the acoustical radiation of 

complex building structures, in which different 

kinds of materials and several boundary conditions 

are involved. The main reasons are due to the non-

diffusivity of the vibrational field, to the presence 

of structural discontinuities of the orthotropic 
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systems, to the complexity of the modal density 

due to the periodicity of the structure, and to the 

sound radiation of an irregular field such as a plate 

composed by different typology of materials (such 

as concrete plate and hollow brick “beams”) [2, 5]. 

In Figure 1, these kinds of horizontal partitions are 

depicted. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Types of beam and clay block floors, as shown 

in ISO Standard 12354-2, Annex B. 

 

In order to characterize the acoustical behavior of 

bare floors in clay hollow-pots and upper light 

screed layer, a statistical approach is then 

proposed. On the basis of 40 measurements of 

sound pressure levels, structural reverberation time  

and vibration velocity levels in-situ, on several 

different construction sites, an average empirical 

trend of the impact sound pressure level, as a 

function of frequency, was achieved. As it will be 

shown, the obtained results, although widespread, 

show a similar acoustical behavior among 40 

tested horizontal partitions [6]. Once the 

estimation of the acoustical behavior of bare floor 

is available, it is proposed a simple calculation 

model, based on the empirical evaluation of the 

reduction of impact sound pressure level ΔL of 

floating floor, from dynamic stiffness of resilient 

materials. Estimated data of the total impact sound 

pressure level L′n are compared with measured 

ones in field, according to Standard ISO 16283-

2:2015 [7] (as well as according to previous 

Standard ISO 140-7 [8]). 

 

2. Theoretical background
2
 

In general terms, according to the detailed model 

shown in ISO Standard 12354-2:2017, the total 

impact sound pressure level L’n in the receiving 

room is due to sound radiated by each structural 

element in that room, namely: 

                                                      

 

𝐿′
𝑛 = 10 log(10

𝐿𝑛,𝑑
10 + ∑ 10

𝐿𝑛,𝑖𝑗

10𝑛
𝑗=1 ) , (1) 

where Ln,d is the normalized sound pressure level 

due to the direct transmission and Ln,ij is the 

normalized sound pressure level due to the 

flanking transmissions. 

Determination of direct transmission, directly 

depends on the normalized impact sound pressure 

level of the bare floor, in the actual field situation, 

Ln,situ:  

𝐿𝑛,𝑑 = 𝐿𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 − ∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢, (2) 

Unfortunately, for partially homogeneous floor 

constructions with clay hollow-pots and upper 

light screed layer, no empirical relations are 

available for the estimation of Ln,situ, as a function 

of frequency. On the other hand, as stated in the 

Standard, it is possible to determine the values of 

Ln,situ, on the basis of measurements of structural 

reverberation time:  

𝐿𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 = 𝐿𝑛 + 10 log
𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢

𝑇𝑠,𝑙𝑎𝑏
 (3) 

where Ln is the normalized sound pressure level for 

homogeneous floor constructions, such as the base 

floor of a standard laboratory, Ts,situ is the 

structural reverberation time of the base floor in 

the actual field situation and Ts,lab is the structural 

reverberation time of the base floor in the 

laboratory. If input data of relation (3) are 

accurately evaluated, the normalized impact sound 

pressure level in the actual field situation Ln,situ, 

can be estimated. As it will be shown, relation (3) 

gives good estimations of Ln,situ, by comparing data 

of impact sound pressure level actually measured 

on base floors constructions in-situ. 
As a consequence, as a first step, an average 

empirical spectrum of the impact sound pressure 

level as function of frequency in one-third octave 

band, based on a collection of statistical data, is 

proposed, �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗ . It can be considered a kind of 

“reference floor” for floor constructions with ribs 

and hollow-pots and an upper light screed layer.   

Moreover for floating floors, differently from 

additional layer and coverings, the in-situ values of 

the reduction of impact sound pressure level, 

cannot be taken as the laboratory values, since the 

effect of different floating slabs mass, can be not 

negligible. So, the following relation is introduced, 

allowing to take into account any possible 

difference:  

∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 = ∆𝐿 + 15 log
𝑚′𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢

𝑚′𝑙𝑎𝑏
 (4) 

where ΔL is the reduction of impact sound 

pressure level measured in standard laboratory, 

m’lab is the mass per unit area of the floating slab 
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used in laboratory and m’situ is the mass per unit 

area of the floating slab actually used in field. On 

the other hand, if ΔL is estimated from dynamic 

stiffness of the resilient layer, it is possible to 

directly calculate ΔLsitu, as a function of m’lab.  

Finally, the effective contribute of the normalized 

sound pressure level Ln,ij, due to the flanking 

transmissions from the separating elements i and j, 

can be considered negligible in the total sound 

transmission, since brick and concrete lateral 

walls, greatly reduce transmission of structural 

vibrations. Otherwise, it can be accurately 

evaluated on the basis of a detail model for this 

kind of building technology [9].  

By combining relation (1), (2) and (4), the total 

sound pressure level L’n for partially homogeneous 

floor constructions with clay hollow-pots and 

upper light screed layer, in the presence of a 

floating floor, can be estimated, as a function of 

frequency, from the following relation: 

𝐿′𝑛 = �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗ − ∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 (5) 

 

2.1. “Reference floor” sound pressure level 

This acoustical behaviour, in terms of the average 

sound pressure level spectrum �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗ , of partially 

homogeneous base floor constructions with clay 

hollow-pots, is derived from a detailed statistical 

analysis of 40 measurements of sound pressure 

levels, structural reverberation time Ts,situ and 

vibration velocity levels carried out in-situ.  

In Figure 2, the experimental data-set of 40 

measurements of impact sound pressure level, 

determined in field on several typical base floors 

constructions with clay hollow-pots and light 

screed, are shown. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Distribution of experimental data of impact 

sound pressure level measured for 40 base floors in 

hollow-pots and concrete in-situ. 

  The proposed “reference floor” �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗  (red line, 

in Figure 2) is calculated from the best-fit of the 

experimental data in two different frequency 

regions, i.e., 100 Hz - 2500 Hz and 2500 Hz - 5000 

Hz. The two limits (black line) of absolute 

maximum and minimum values, in which the 

standard deviation for each third of an octave, is 

less than or equal to 4.5 dB, are identified. In the 

statistical analysis, values outside these limits are 

considered outliers (except value at 100 Hz, with a 

standard deviation of 5.8 dB). Outliers are 4.5% of 

the whole data-set (i.e., 38 on 838). The observed 

dispersion among data, based on this first analysis, 

it seems to have no correlation with the mass per 

unit area of the floors or with the shape of the 

hollow bricks.  

Moreover, the structural reverberation time Ts,situ 

of several base floor in-situ, is measured. The 

structural reverberation time Ts,lab, is referred to the 

standard base floor at INRIM. As an example, in 

Figure 3, a comparison between the measured 

sound pressure level and the estimated one, is 

depicted. In the graph of Figure 3 the proposed 

“reference floor” is also shown. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The impact sound pressure level measured on a 

base floor construction with clay hollow-pots in-situ 

(markers) and the impact sound pressure level estimated 

from relation (3) and from the “reference floor” based on 

the average of 40 measurements.  

 

As shown in Figure 3, the proposed “reference 

floor”, based on statistical approach, can be 

considered a good estimation of both the actual 

sound pressure level measured and the estimated 

one, on the basis of relation (3), from the structural 

reverberation time.   

This acoustical behaviour of this kind of floors 

considerably differs from the acoustical behavior 

of monolithic and isotropic concrete slabs. The 

observed slope of the average sound pressure level 

spectrum increases of about 15 dB per decade of 
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frequency, from 100 Hz up to 2.5 kHz, and 

decreases of about 30 dB per decade from 3.15 

kHz and 5 kHz, while the slope of the average 

sound pressure level spectrum of a concrete 

monolithic floor increases on average of about 6 

dB in the whole frequency range. 

Data of the “reference floor” �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗  are provided 

for each single frequency in one-third octave band, 

as shown in Table I. Values should be considered 

with associated uncertainties, in terms of standard 

deviation, of 4.0 dB. 

 

Table I. Values of the proposed “reference floors”.  

f /Hz �̅�𝒏,𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒖
∗  /𝒅𝑩 f /Hz �̅�𝒏,𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒖

∗  /𝒅𝑩 

100 57.6  800 74.0 

125 59.9 1000 75.2 

160 62.5 1250 76.4 

200 64.7 1600 77.7 

250 67.0 2000 78.9 

315 69.4 2500 80.0 

400 70.3 3150 81.3 

500 71.5 4000 77.3 

630 72.7 5000 74.1 

 

The “reference floor” �̅�𝑛,𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
∗  can be used to 

qualitatively provide the acoustical behavior of the 

impact sound pressure level of a base floor 

constructions built in-situ with clay hollow-pots 

and light screed.  

2.2. Reduction of impact sound 

In order to calculate the total impact sound 

pressure level L’n, the frequency spectrum of the 

reduction of impact sound pressure level L, is 

needed. If data measured in standard laboratory,  

according to ISO Standard 10140 series [10], are 

not available, it is possible to estimate L, as a 

function of frequency, from the dynamic stiffness 

s’ of the resilient material used in the floating floor 

and from the actual mass per unit area of the 

floating slab actually used in-situ, m’situ. Dynamic 

stiffness per unit area of the resilient material can 

be evaluated according to ISO Standard 9052-1 

[11]. Recently a new constitutive model for 

predicting the reduction of impact sound 

insulation, as a continuous function in frequency, 

was proposed [12]. The reduction of impact sound 

L of a floating floor can be modelled as a 

function of force transmissibility, as a typical 

vibration insulation system model, from the 

following relation:  

 

∆𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 = −15 log

[
 
 
 

√
1+𝜂2(

𝑓

𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
)
2

𝜂2(
𝑓

𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
)
2
+(1−

𝑓2

𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
2 )

2

]
 
 
 
    (6) 

where  is the total loss factor of the resilient 

material used as underlayer and fsitu is the 

resonance frequency of the floating slab in in-situ 

conditions, calculated from:  

𝑓𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝑠′

𝑚𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑢
     (7) 

As it is possible to notice, the resonance frequency 

of a floating floor fsitu depends on the elastic 

properties, in terms of dynamic stiffness [MN/m
3
] 

and total loss factor, and on the inertial properties, 

in terms of mass per unit area [kg/m
2
], of the 

materials involved in floating floor. 

 

3. Experimental results and comments
3
 

The assumptions underlying the proposed model is 

that, as suggested by theory, the reduction of 

impact sound pressure level, L, is independent 

from both flexural stiffness and mass of the base 

floor and is also independent of the flexural 

stiffness of the floating slab. As a consequence by 

combining the impact sound pressure level of the 

base floor in the actual field situation and the 

reduction of impact sound pressure level Lsitu, the 

total impact sound pressure level L’n in the 

receiving room can be evaluated, as a function of 

frequency. Data of “reference floor” sound 

pressure level, are shown in Table I.  

In the graph of Figure 4 the model implementation, 

from relation (5), is shown. 
  

 
 
Figure 4. The estimation of the total impact sound 

pressure level L’n, (black line), obtained from the 

difference between “reference floor” (red line) and 
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calculated reduction of impact sound pressure level Lsitu 

(green line). 

In the following, as an example, two in-situ 

situations are compared. Measurements are 

performed in two new different finished dwellings. 

Floating floors are realized with two different 

underlayers and the floating slabs are uncoupled 

from lateral walls. In Table II the mechanical 

properties of resilient underlayers used in floating 

floors, as well as the mass per unit area of the 

floating slab, are shown.  

 
Table II. Measured mechanical properties of the 

resilient materials used as underlayer in the floating 

floors actually used in dwellings.  

 s’ /MNm
-3

  m’lab /kgm
-2
 f’situ /Hz 

A 55  0.12 80 132 

B 64 0.08 90 135 

 

The resilient underlayer type A is a high porosity 

polyester fibre sheet, coupled with a protective 

sheet, total thickness 3.5 mm and density 40 

kg/m
3
; resilient underlayer type B is a low density 

closed cells polyurethane foam, total thickness 5 

mm and density 35 kg/m
3
. Mechanical properties 

of the resilient underlayers are accurately 

investigated in terms of dynamic stiffness, 

according to standards ISO 9052-1 and literature. 

Total loss factor is evaluated on the basis of half 

power bandwidth method from the width of the 

resonance peak. 

Finally, in the graphs of Figure 5, the comparison 

between data estimated from the proposed model 

and the measurements of impact sound insulation 

in-situ according to ISO Standard 16283-2:2015 

and 140-7, are shown.  

The proposed model returns a quite good estimation 

of the total impact sound pressure level L’n of 

floating floors, built on this kind of building 

technology.  

The model can be considered a promising 

methodology in order to estimate the acoustical 

behavior, as a function of frequency, of both  

“reference floor” sound pressure level and for the 

estimation of the reduction impact sound 

insulation in the actual field situation.    
 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of measured (markers) and 

estimated (line) impact sound pressure level for two 

actual floating floors built with clay hollow-pots and 

upper light screed layer.  

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper a calculation model for the estimation 

of the normalized impact sound pressure level of 

floating floors in-situ, built on partially 

homogeneous floor constructions, with clay 

hollow-pots and upper light screed layer, is 

presented. Model is based on two main empirical 

assumptions: a so-defined “reference floor” for 

this kind building technology, estimated from a 

detailed statistical analysis of 40 measurements of 

impact sound pressure level on bare base floors in-

situ; and a constitutive model for the estimation of 

the reduction of impact sound pressure level, from 

the mechanical properties of the resilient materials 

used as underlayer in floating floors. First 

implementations of the proposed model show a 

quite good agreement with data actually measured.   

Anyway, a more wide case-histories is needed, in 

order to “certify” obtained results. Nevertheless, 

since theoretical assumptions and experimental 

evidences have been accurately investigated, it is 

possible to consider the presented methodology a 

promising attempt on which some further analysis, 

for other non-homogenous and/or anisotropic  

floors, such as timber frame base floors, could be 

based.  
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